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Joseph Priestley: The Man Who Drew Time
By Stephen Boyd Davis
Priestley may be familiar to readers of this newsletter as educator, chemist, and electrician, and as a religious
and political radical, but there is yet another side to this multi-faceted figure. He was a pioneering information
designer who helped invent modern visualization. While pictures represent something we can already see,
visualization takes something which we cannot see – such as Time – and makes a diagram of it. Seeing charts
and timelines every day, we take visualization for granted, but these things had to be invented, and Priestley
realized how charts could help us to understand and remember complex information: our brains respond to
information in this form in a quite different way to when we read words.
As so often, necessity was the mother of invention: teaching history at the Warrington Dissenting
Academy, Priestley needed to make sense of the lives of historical figures. He started to draw diagrams of time,
with the life of each individual marked in its appropriate place. In his Description of a Chart of Biography of
1764 he explains the advantages, with the example of trying to figure out the relationship between the lives of
five historical figures. He tells his reader the dates of their deaths and how old they were when they died and
then asks a number of questions about the relation between their lives. We soon realize how hard this is, until
the Chart comes to our rescue. Priestley explains: ‘as soon as you have found the names, you see at one glance,
without the help of Arithmetic, or even of words, and in the most clear and perfect manner possible, the relation
of these lives to one another.’ This is the essence of visualization – to show relationships and patterns in
information.

Who invented the timeline?
Did Priestley invent the timeline? He did, but so did someone else a little earlier. The Frenchman Jacques
Barbeu-Dubourg (1709-1779) seems to have been the first to lay out time as a true diagram. Everyone before
him had used some sort of list or table, but instead he measured equal numbers of years using equal lengths of
paper. His chart of 1753 represents all time from the Creation to his own days. Like Priestley, Barbeu-Dubourg
had strong links with the American states, sympathizing with the revolt against British rule. Both corresponded
with Benjamin Franklin, and at one point Barbeu-Dubourg thanks Franklin for sending him a Priestley chart: ‘I
have received with gratitude and viewed with pleasure the biographical chart of Mr. Priestley which is in truth
made on almost the same principles as my own – without plagiarism on either side, as I in no way claim
primacy on account of the date.’ Sadly, Barbeu-Dubourg lost all his money in his attempts to supply French
arms to the American Revolution.

Lines for lives and dots for doubts
Though Priestley may not have invented the timeline as such, there are two striking innovations that he certainly
did make. The French chart gives only the roughest indication of the life of each individual. For example,
looking at the detail illustrated here, when was Locke born and when did he die? We cannot tell: his name on
Barbeu-Dubourg’s chart (plus the little icon of spectacles that represents philosophers and wise men) extends
from 1700 to 1705; but Locke lived from 1632 to 1704. Priestley instead drew a line for each life, extending the
idea of the timeline for history to individuals, ‘the length of whose lives is here represented by lines drawn in
proportion to their real duration, and terminated in such a manner as to correspond to the dates of their births
and deaths in universal time.’
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Having invented the idea of using a line to represent duration, Priestley was clever enough, and subtle
enough, to realize that he had a new problem. A line is a definite thing, but historical dates often are not.
Suppose we do not know exactly when someone was born or died? As the detail of Priestley’s chart shows, he
had a solution: ‘The method I have used in this chart is to express certainty by a full line, and what is uncertain
by dots or a broken line.’ In fact he graded uncertainty into five levels using different numbers of dots. Perhaps
surprisingly, very few timelines since Priestley’s day have bothered with this kind of subtlety. Priestley was
honest enough to realize, in the earliest days of visualization, that diagrams can be misleading, and was
determined to make sure he gave a true picture of what was known for certain and what was not.
Priestley’s approach was enthusiastically adopted by others, especially by William Playfair (1759–1823)
who went on to develop the statistical line graph, bar chart, and pie chart. Priestley himself summed up what
can be achieved by visualization: ‘what words would do but very imperfectly, and in a long time, this method
effects in the compleatest manner possible, and almost at a single glance.’
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Priestley’s 1765 Chart of Biography.
Time extends from left to right, here showing a detail
of the period from about 105BC to 65AD.
This is less than one percent of the whole chart.
Reproduced with the permission of
Chetham’s Library, Manchester.

Barbeu-Dubourg’s 1753 Carte Chronographique
A detail showing a fragment of the period
from about 1693 to 1728AD.
Rare Book Division, Department of Rare Books
and Special Collections, Princeton University
Library. Reproduced with permission

Editors Note. The Friends of Joseph Priestley House recently purchased a digital image of Joseph Priestley’s
Chart of Biography from the British Library. We appreciate the assistance of Stephen Boyd Davis in making
this purchase. The Friends plan to print and display the Chart of Biography in the Pond Building as part of a
larger timeline display showing the life and accomplishments of Joseph Priestley in England and America.
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